Mental effort is a limited resource which must be invested to perform mental tasks. The amount of mental effort investment that an individual experiences during task performance can be measured afterwards with the help of self-rating scales. Earlier research suggests that integration of information about somatic state changes is crucial for the self-evaluation of mental effort investment. Damage to the pathways which convey information about somatic state changes can lead to an inability to self-evaluate mental effort investment, while conceptually similar evaluations of task difficulty can still be performed. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging to investigate brain activation, while subjects rated their mental effort investment and the difficulty of a previously performed task. Our results show stronger activation of the left anterior insular cortex (aIC) during evaluation of mental effort. Additionally, the activity in left aIC during task performance was modulated by changes in task demand in a similar way as the self-ratings of mental effort. We argue that aIC does not only play a role in the integration of self-related information during self-evaluation of mental effort investment, but that left aIC might also be involved in the experience of mental effort during task performance.
INTRODUCTION
Scope of the study Mental effort is generally experienced while performing any sort of mental task, from compiling a grocery list to planning a scientific study. It is described as spending energy and consequently experiencing a feeling of strain, thus ultimately investing a limited energetic resource to perform a mental task (Zijlstra, 1993) . Damasio (1999) considered mental effort to be not an emotion as such, but rather a feeling which refers to a conscious appraisal of one's own state. The amount of mental effort experienced while engaging in a task is determined by a variety of factors not limited to its mere computational demands (Mulder, 1986) . Being aware of levels of mental effort investment provides information about the sustainability of a current activity. This awareness also makes it possible to evaluate the level of mental effort investment related to a task, and to communicate it.
The goal of this article is to identify neural structures that are involved in the process of mental effort evaluation. We will briefly describe the concept and measurement of mental effort. We will identify two crucial functions of a neural mechanism that enables mental effort evaluation. Evidence from research into brain areas with matching functional characteristics are then used to form hypotheses about the role of these areas in mental effort evaluation that will be tested using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
The concept of mental effort and its implications for neural structures Engaging in any mental task confronts an individual with a variety of demands. The integrated model of mental effort (Mulder, 1986) divides these in two classes of demands: the task load, which is related to the control of mental processes to produce the desired result and the state load, which refers to all compensatory control that needs to be invested to reach and maintain a suitable working state. The actively invested control that an individual deploys to meet the combination of these two loads is referred to as mental effort. Investment of mental effort is accompanied by a subjective feeling of strain and sustained high mental effort investment results in negative affect and fatigue (Hockey, 1997) . The self-evaluation of mental effort investment has been described as a quasi-emotional appreciation of one's own state, reflecting the changes that occur in the state due to meeting the mental workload (Damasio, 1999) .
The ability to self-evaluate one's own mental effort investment is necessary to manage one's performance in a sustainable way regarding one's own state. The existence of such an ability to intuitively self-assess the amount of mental effort related to the execution of a task has been demonstrated, and it is used routinely in occupational psychology. Modern tools measuring workload such as the rating scale mental effort (RSME) (Zijlstra, 1993 ) make use of this feature to provide an assessment of regulative effort in real-life work environments. Yet, to identify the impact of each of the many influences a subject faces in a work environment, it is necessary to understand the mechanism that leads to the coherent subjective experience of mental effort. Identifying the brain areas which are involved in the evaluation process provides an overview of the components of this mechanism.
By outlining necessary capacities of such an evaluative mechanism, it is possible to search for brain areas which have been shown to play a role in similar functions.
Two crucial capacities of a mechanism for evaluating mental effort can be derived from the theoretical model of mental effort and from research into its subjective measurement. On the one hand, the mechanism must have the capacity to monitor different information streams that carry information about the state of the individual and to integrate this information into a coherent impression. Stressors related to task execution can affect all domains in the experience of a subject, from bodily homeostasis to cognitive resources. Thus, the integration of information originating from different domains is necessary to give an indication of mental effort. A brain region involved in joining these different information streams will need input from the respective regions that are concerned with the lower processing stages of this information.
The second necessary capacity of the mechanism is to make the result of the integrative process available for self-evaluation. It enables the subject to become aware of recently experienced mental effort levels and to communicate it. Conceptionally, self-evaluation of mental effort investment is a recall of the effect of the act of performing a task on the state of the self. The state of the self is thus used as a reference point, and changes in this state due to task performance are attributed to the investment of mental effort. Scales such as the RSME rely on the fact that this self-evaluation of mental effort can be performed fast and intuitively.
A possible role for structures related to self-awareness Evidence from earlier research [see Craig (2009) for a review] suggests the insular cortex (IC), especially the anterior part, as a likely candidate region to provide the described necessary functionality. The IC receives input from a vast number of cortical and subcortical regions that provide it with information about the somatic, emotional and cognitive aspects of the state of the individual. The IC integrates this information in a posterior to anterior order. The anterior IC (aIC) thus receives and integrates information about all major aspects of an individual's state, which would enable it to determine the changes in this state due to mental effort investment. Thereby, it would fulfill the first criterion for a mental effort evaluation mechanism.
The second criterion, namely the capacity of a mechanism to perform a self-referential evaluation, initially makes the involvement of an additional number of regions seem plausible. In particular, a set of regions termed cortical midline structures (CMS) (Northoff and Bermpohl, 2004) , consisting of the anterior and posterior cingulate cortices/precuneus and the medial prefrontal cortex have been found to be activated in paradigms contrasting self and other related information [see, van der Meer et al. (2010) or Lieberman (2010) for a review].
While these regions react to changes in the degree of general selfreference, studies specifically investigating emotional self-awareness and interoception rather point towards a prominent role of aIC in this specific sub-domain of self-awareness.
Craig (2009) compared the results of several studies which employed experimental paradigms centered around awareness of self-state or emotions. In his review, Craig proposed that due to the extended integrative nature of aIC, it possesses the ability to essentially create a comprehensive momentary meta-representation of the subjective state of the self. Of particular interest in this context is the notion that overlapping regions in aIC have been shown to be reactive to changes in emotion as well as to interoceptive awareness (Zaki et al., 2012) . A strong relation of somatic information and the subjective self-appraisal of one's state has been proposed earlier (Damasio, 1999) . The results of Zaki et al. (2012) demonstrate that experience of emotion and attending to one's heartbeat actually do activate overlapping areas in aIC in the same participants, while a number of earlier studies have shown a connection between interoceptive awareness and emotional reactivity [see Herbert and Pollatos (2012) for a review].
For one emotion, namely anxiety, a mechanism has been proposed in which aIC compares states of the bodily self at different times, signaling the occurrence of unexpected discrepancies between predicted and actual state (Paulus and Stein, 2006) . Further evidence of such a functionality of aIC comes from its consistent, overlapping activation during both actual experience of pain and empathizing with other's pain, the latter of which involves emulating the state changes caused by the pain stimulus (Singer et al., 2009) . Such a state-comparing functionality of aIC would fit very closely with the conceptual description of self-evaluation of mental effort investment, especially as mental effort investment has long been known to cause changes in the somatic state of an individual (Fairclough and Mulder, 2011) .
The involvement of several parts of the IC in evaluative processes has already been demonstrated in a number of paradigms. In a meta-analysis of studies investigating brain activation during explicit emotional evaluation (Lee and Siegle, 2009 ), identified the IC as being activated specifically during evaluation of one's own emotion-related states by subjects. Although the locations of activated clusters in IC vary over different paradigms used in the analyzed studies, the computed peak activation is located towards aIC.
These two features, the integration of information from different domains and the proposed relation to emotional awareness and self-evaluation, provide the aIC with two prerequisites for mental effort evaluation according to the outlined theory above: first, necessary information about the state of the self, most important the bodily aspect, are projected to it. Second, the combined evidence suggests a functionality of aIC in which different states are compared, thereby enabling it of assessing the influence of task performance on the state of the self.
Findings from a patient case study (Naccache et al., 2005) provide further evidence supporting the crucial role of bodily state information in the self-evaluation of mental effort. In this case, it was demonstrated that mental effort evaluation is dissociable from other evaluations concerning a recently performed task. After suffering an extensive lesion in the left anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), a patient referred to as "RMB" was left with a specific impairment concerning her ability to evaluate her own invested mental effort. While she had no problems reasoning about the various difficulty levels of a task in terms of its computational demands, she did report to not feel any changes in her sense of mental effort investment. According to the interpretation of the authors, the function of the ACC is mainly the generation of emotional somatic markers in coordination with left ventromedial prefrontal regions; due to the lesion, these structures were disconnected which lead to the described inability to perform self-evaluation of mental effort investment. While in this case a lesion in ACC was responsible for the functional deficit, results from several studies reviewed by Craig (2009) showed no significant changes in ACC activation in relation to paradigms stimulating awareness of the self. Thus, in our view, ACC performs a necessary prerequisite role in self-related evaluation processes, but the main role of integrating and evaluating bodily information is performed by aIC.
Nevertheless, this case study presents a valuable observation that can be used to study the neural correlates of mental effort self-evaluation. The functional dissociation of evaluating task difficulty and invested effort offer a narrow contrast that can be used to assess the role of aIC in mental effort evaluation. While the evaluation of task difficulty seems similar to evaluating the mental effort, there is a crucial difference: difficulty concerns the objective demands of a task, as perceived and estimated by the subject in a purely rational manner. Mental effort evaluation concerns the same task-sided loads, but it adds the subject itself in the evaluation. The subjective appraisal of one's own state is a necessary element in this process (Zijlstra, 1993) . Therefore, the two key aspects of mental effort evaluation, namely integration of information across somatic/emotional/ cognitive domains and the involvement of emotional self-awareness, do not play a prominent role in the evaluation of task difficulty. Thus, structures that support these two aspects of mental effort evaluation should be more active during the evaluation of mental effort than during task difficulty evaluation.
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Still, both evaluations aim at the same recent task performance, and it has been demonstrated that nearly identical visual analog scale (VAS) interfaces can be used to assess the magnitudes of both effort and difficulty (Yeo and Neal, 2004) . Among the available tools for measuring mental effort, a one-dimensional (1D) VAS has the advantage of minimal intrusion, while, as proven for the RSME, still providing high sensitivity (Verwey and Veltman, 1996) .
Goal of the study and hypotheses
The goal of our study was to provide insight in the neural structures that are activated stronger during the evaluation of mental effort than during the evaluation of task difficulty. We devised a design that makes use of the contrast between difficulty and mental effort evaluation. The paradigm employed a common working memory task, the n-back task (Gevins and Cutillo, 1993) . This task was used on three different levels of difficulty. Earlier findings demonstrated that ratings of both difficulty and amount of mental effort would be highly correlated (Yeo and Neal, 2004) and would correspond to the memory load of the n-back task in a parametric fashion.
Hypothesis 1
The difficulty and mental effort rating scores will show a significant correlation and will follow the parametric changes in task load.
The evaluation of a recent task using a VAS is in itself a complex process. The experience must be recalled, it must be evaluated, the outcome must be translated to a value on a scale, and finally a cursor must be moved to the chosen location on the scale. Lee and Siegle (2009) provided an overview of regions which, independent of the actual emotional content, would support the mere performance of a rating task as such. This includes expected task interface specific networks, which in our study would refer to networks engaged in visuo-motor coordination. The rating process itself relies on the recall of information over the task and on attentionrelated and higher cognitive functions to reflect and evaluate this information.
Hypothesis 2
During both rating tasks, areas associated with visual and motor activity, attention, working memory and higher cognitive functioning will be activated. Specifically, this should involve areas in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex (ACC/PCC) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC).
The main focus of our study concerned the contrast between those two rating conditions. Both the theoretical accounts of mental effort (Mulder, 1986) and the findings in patient RMB of Naccache et al. (2005) make it plausible that integration of information is a crucial part of mental effort evaluation. We propose that the aIC is suited to fulfill this role. The role of the aIC in self-awareness (Craig, 2009) makes it furthermore plausible that it serves to make the outcome of this process accessible to the subject as a part of the awareness of one's own state.
We, thus, expected this region to show stronger activation during mental effort evaluation than task difficulty evaluation.
Hypothesis 3
The aIC will be activated more during the evaluation of mental effort than during evaluation of task difficulty.
METHODS Subjects
Fourteen Dutch-speaking subjects (three male, 11 female, mean age 21.8 years, 12 right-handed and 2 left-handed as measured by Edinburgh handedness inventory) were recruited using standard criteria for MRI safety and suitability for the experiment (no reports of mental health or extensive vision or motor problems). To minimize the chance for artifacts in the lower regions of the frontal cortex, we also excluded candidates with orthodontic retainers. Screened subjects were invited for the testing session. All subjects gave informed consent before the start of the experiment and were rewarded either monetary or with student participation points.
Two male, right-handed subjects were excluded from analysis because of movement artifacts in the functional scans that exceeded the limits described later in 'Imaging data treatment' section. This cut back our total sample size to 12, yet this reduction is far less severe than the effects of including low-quality datasets.
Task and procedure
At the beginning of the session, the task was explained and practiced in a short version (one block of each condition) under supervision of the experimenter to check proper understanding. Subsequently, subjects were placed in the MRI scanner and performed 2 Â 15 blocks in a quasi-randomized fashion. Each run of 15 blocks took in total 28 min. Between the two blocks, a T1-weighted anatomical scan of the brain was carried out. The employed task was a version of the n-back task. Subjects saw letters appearing one after another on a computer screen. Subjects had to indicate if the letter currently presented on screen was identical to a letter that was presented either one, two or three letters back. These conditions were referred to as '1-back', '2-back' and '3-back' conditions, respectively. N-back paradigms have been used to induce different levels of load in a number of previous studies (Owen et al., 2005) . The conditions were quasi-randomized, with five instances of each condition in each of the two blocks of the experiment.
At the beginning of each block, an instruction screen told subjects which condition they would encounter. Subjects then had the task of responding to 20 letters with either left or right button press to indicate that the letters were identical or not. After each letter they received feedback by either being presented with a green 'Right' or a red 'Wrong' for 500 ms. The letters in question appeared on screen for 2000 ms, which was also the response window. After each block of 20 trials, the subjects were given two consecutive VAS to rate either experienced mental effort or task difficulty. The scales were presented in random order. Each scale was preceded by a rest period of 8000 ms and an instruction screen of 3000 ms, which primed subjects on which of the two VAS would be presented next. Following the instruction screen, the scales were presented for 10 000 ms. During this period, subjects could move a cursor on the scale and press a button to make a rating. Rating periods were kept at this standard duration to encourage actual rating instead of clicking on as fast as possible. For the subsequent analysis, only the actual time of rating up until the button press would be defined as the rating period in the fMRI protocol.
We employed the 150-point RSME (Zijlstra, 1993) to allow subjects to assess the amount of invested mental effort they experienced. To assess difficulty, we designed a simple 150-point scale with three anchor points, following the argumentation of Yeo and Neal (2004) that visual scales used in the same experiment should be similar in design and scaling. The RSME is a vertical 1D VAS, ranging from 0 to 150, with nine anchor points describing various levels of effort. These labels were carefully chosen and placed on the scale to ensure they have the same meaning for different subjects. The RSME assesses the Neural correlates of mental effort evaluation SCAN (2014) combined regulative demands that are experienced by a subject as a result of both task load and state load. It is similar to other, routinely used instruments in measuring the construct of mental effort and is commonly used in the field of work psychology (Verwey and Veltman, 1996) . The reliability of the RSME is given in the literature with r ¼ 0.78 (Zijlstra, 1993) . This apparently low value is explained by the author as resulting from the fact that, even under laboratory conditions, the subjectively experienced amount of effort will vary over time even in the same subject. Previous research has demonstrated that the RSME does not rely on obvious cues to indicate differences in levels of mental work load (Zijlstra, 1993) . Therefore, it is unlikely that the obviousness of the differences between the conditions determines the resulting RSME scores. These obvious changes in task load were necessary for the evaluation of task difficulty. The task and the two VAS were programmed in E-Prime. They were presented using E-Studio on a Windows XP PC connected to a MRI compatible optic system consisting of a projector and mirror goggles. Task and rating input was collected via an MRI compatible optical two-button Joystick (Current Designs Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA). Subjects trained the handling of the Joystick for a brief period before the experiment by marking values on a VAS analog to the ones used in the actual experiment.
Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on a Siemens Allegra 3T head scanner (Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) at the facilities of the Maastricht Brain Imaging Center. Anatomical imaging was carried out with a standard ADNI T1 weighted sequence, voxel size ¼ 1 mm 3 ; flip angle ¼ 98; TR ¼ 2250 ms; TE ¼ 2.6 ms. Whole-brain echo-planar imaging (EPI) was performed using the following parameters: matrix size, 64 Â 64; slice thickness, 3.5 mm; slice order descending and interleaved; no gap; FOV, 224 Â 224 mm; TE ¼ 30 ms; TR ¼ 2000 ms. Slice orientation was tilted 308 backwards to minimize susceptibility artifacts in the orbitofrontal regions (Deichmann et al., 2003) .
Analysis
Behavioral data were analyzed using SPSS 15.0. A mixed model analysis was carried out to reflect the nested structure of the data. To check for exhaustion effects, the number of the session was also included as a covariance factor.
Imaging data treatment
Analysis of fMRI data was performed in BrainVoyager QX 2.1 (Brain Innovation BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Anatomical images were individually preprocessed by inhomogeneity correction and extracranial noise filtering. The data were subsequently transformed into stereotactic space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) . The transformed anatomical scans from all subjects were then averaged into a single anatomical dataset used as background for the visualization of group analyses.
The first three volumes of the functional scans were discarded because of magnetic saturation effects. The functional scans were preprocessed by slice scan time correction, motion correction and high pass filtering. Data of two subjects showed translation/rotation exceeding 3 mm/deg. Those datasets were excluded from further analysis. High pass filtering was performed using a General Linear Model (GLM) approach with a Fourier basis set which was adjusted to subtract the time course for predictors with up to two sine/cosine cycles per run and eventual linear trends from the time course of the data. Volume time course files were calculated for each separate run.
Statistical data analysis
The E-Primer script for BrainVoyager (Hester Breman, Brain Innovation B. V., 2009) was used to extract the timing information of the single conditions from the E-prime protocol files for each separate run. This timing information was used to build a design matrix. The single boxcar predictor time courses were adjusted for the shape and delay of the hemodynamic response by convolving them with a two--function (Friston et al., 1998) . Predictors for the translation/ rotation of the subject's head were derived during the motion correction of the functional data and added in the design matrix. All predictors were z-transformed.
A random effects GLM was computed for all runs of all subjects. For explorative analysis, the difficulty rating and the RSME rating condition were contrasted with the baseline. To explore the specific effect of the effort-related RSME evaluation, both ratings were contrasted against each other. The resulting activation map was adjusted to a single-voxel threshold of t ¼ 3.13 (P < 0.0096). This map was subsequently corrected for multiple comparisons by using the Cluster Threshold estimation plugin of BrainVoyager. This plugin runs a Monte-Carlo-Simulation extension (Forman et al., 1995) to determine the minimal cluster size given a user-defined confidence level, which was set to ¼ 0.05. The minimal size for the current data was calculated to be 11 contiguous voxels.
Supra-threshold clusters of active voxels were labeled using a microatlas of the human brain (Mai et al., 2007) and the Talairach daemon applet (Research Imaging Center, TX, USA). Corresponding anatomical locations and approximate Broadmann areas (where applicable) were identified for each cluster. (Figure 1 ). There was a significant correlation (r ¼ 0.88, P < 0.01) between the difficulty and RSME scores variables. There was no significant interaction effect between condition and the number of the session. Session did not have a significant main effect, either. The only significant main effect was elicited by condition: pairwise comparisons of subject's evaluation scores on both the RSME and the difficulty scale showed significant differences (P < 0.01) between the conditions, confirming that the different n-back conditions indeed differed in perceived workload in a parametric fashion. This pattern could be expected from the original validation research of the RSME (Zijlstra, 1993) .
RESULTS

All
As expected, the rating procedures as compared with baseline activated a large range of areas. Additionally to visual and motor areas, a number of working memory related areas in dlPFC and PPC became active during both rating tasks. Also, large clusters in the dorsal part of the mid-cingulate gyrus and in the anterior and posterior insula were activated. Furthermore, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) was activated. Various parts of the basal ganglia were activated, with strong bilateral thalamic activation present in both tasks. Bilateral activity was also found in the border region of external globus pallidus and putamen, albeit localized slightly more lateral in the difficulty rating condition.
A contrast of the two rating conditions showed clusters of significantly stronger activation in the left aIC and IFG/operculum, as well as in the thalamus. Also, stronger activation was seen in the right inferior parietal sulcus (IPS), bilateral occipital gyrus and in the left superior temporal sulcus (STS). Separate fixed effects group analysis of the two left handed subjects did not reveal any results that would point towards differences in the lateralization of the reported clusters due to handedness.
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DISCUSSION
Summary of the findings
We conducted this study to identify areas in the human brain that are relevant for the evaluation of mental effort. In particular, we investigated which areas would be significantly more active during mental effort evaluation when compared with a highly similar evaluation of task difficulty. Our behavioral results confirmed our first hypothesis, regarding the correlation of difficulty and effort ratings and the induced differences in task load. As shown in earlier studies (Yeo and Neal, 2004) , difficulty and effort ratings were correlated. Also, the scores followed the induced differences in a parametric fashion, illustrating the effectiveness of our task load manipulation (Figure 1) . The brain imaging results for both rating tasks were in line with our second hypothesis. Common activation in both rating tasks included generally expected areas recruited for the basic execution of the VAS rating task, namely various visual and motor areas (see appendix 1 and 2, respectively, for a list of clusters). Common activation also included anterior and posterior cingulate areas and dlPFC, i.e. results were very similar as those reported in several studies reviewed by Lee and Siegle (2009) . During the rating task, we furthermore observed increased activation in parts of the basal ganglia, as can be expected for tasks involving motor output as response.
Activation in aIC
Our main hypothesis concerned the contrast of the two rating task conditions. This hypothesis was confirmed: we found a cluster of significantly stronger activated voxels in the left aIC during mental effort evaluation (Figures 2-5) . The aIC has been proposed to combine two necessary capabilities for the evaluation of mental effort: integrating information from different domains and making the result accessible to the subject as a part of self-awareness (Craig, 2009) . This is in line with our findings.
We interpret the stronger activation in the left aIC in our subjects as evidence that mental effort evaluation indeed relies on this integrative process, compared with a more rational evaluation such as one of task difficulty.
The proposed function of aIC in self-awareness could also be related to the activation pattern we found. While both the assessments of difficulty and effort incorporate a cognitive appraisal of the task itself, mental effort evaluation additionally relies on emotional and somatic self-related factors. This difference in the self-referential aspect of our two evaluations resulted in a difference of aIC activation during the rating conditions. Similar results have been found in a study by Modinos et al. (2009) , who investigated the neural correlates of self-evaluation. They employed a paradigm contrasting self-referential vs non-self-referential evaluation. Subjects had to evaluate the accuracy of various statements in relation to themselves or in relation to peers. The results of their study showed a cluster of activation in the left aIC, closely matching the location of the active cluster in our results. The left aIC showed a significantly stronger response when subjects were evaluating statements related to them contrasted with statements about peers. This was interpreted as evidence for the role of this region in self-related evaluations. In line with this evidence, we thus interpret the stronger activation in aIC found in our own results as reflecting the fact that mental effort evaluation relied more on the effect of the task on the state experienced by the subject during task performance. The contrast employed in our paradigm is, thus, more specific than the one used by Modinos et al. (2009) , in the sense that it compared two self-centered evaluations. This explains why we did not find differences in activation in medial prefrontal regions as Modinos et al. reported for a contrast of self-vs other-related evaluations.
An alternative explanation given by Modinos et al. (2009) was that self-related evaluation merely elicits enhanced awareness of somatic and emotional information reflected in aIC activation. This alternative interpretation is also relevant for the interpretation of our results, as it would imply that aIC is not actually recruited in the rating of mental effort, but merely becomes more activated by the resulting increase in self-awareness of self-interrogated somatic and emotional state. However, the results of Naccache et al. (2005) lend evidence against this interpretation. The disturbance in the somatic feedback loop left patient RMB bare of the capability to evaluate mental effort. If increased self-awareness was a mere by-product of the evaluative process, the process itself should not be impaired by a disturbance of the information streams related to self-awareness. Also, no changes were noted in patient RMB's general levels of self-awareness, demonstrating that other domains of self-referential processing which rely less on somatic information can still work normally in the light of this specific functional deficit. Our results support this interpretation, as our narrow experimental contrast of two self-centered evaluations did not elicit measurable differences in activation in the CMS, which is associated with differences in the level of general self-awareness. Fig. 2 Significantly more active clusters and their approximate locations in a contrast of mental effort vs difficulty rating. P values represent the peak P-value of a cluster. Neural correlates of mental effort evaluation SCAN (2014) aIC which are recruited significantly more during the evaluation of mental effort. Additionally, our results suggest a more specific role of the left aIC connected to mental effort. When plotting the activation of the left aIC cluster during task execution, the activity varied in a linear fashion across the levels of task load, mirroring the pattern we observed in the corresponding RSME ratings (Figure 6 ). Similar observations have been reported earlier: Deary et al. (2004) found a change of activation in aIC as an effect of changing task difficulty, most prominent indeed in the left aIC. Although their design included no evaluations of task difficulty or mental effort, their behavioral results suggest effective changes in mental workload across the different levels of task difficulty. This indicates that in the case of mental effort, the left aIC has not only a role in offline evaluation, but also in experiencing mental effort during task execution. Shared insular regions that are recruited both during perceptual encoding of a self-related experience and during later evaluation with a VAS have been reported earlier (Kong et al., 2006) .
Our findings are in line with evidence from these two studies, demonstrating that the experience of mental effort and later evaluations thereof share underlying neural structures.
Other involved brain areas
Additionally to the activation in left aIC, our maps showed a number of other areas that were stronger activated during mental effort evaluation than during task difficulty evaluation. We interpret the activity in the left IFG/operculum as a result of the proposed strong connectivity between aIC and IFG/operculum (Craig, 2009) . The activity in the left thalamus is in our view a sign of the heightened activity of the somatic loop, which in this case conveys information about bodily states to higher cognitive areas. The thalamic activation in our data was most prominent in the posterior ventral part of the thalamus. This part has been shown to project towards the aIC and the operculum. These projections have been proposed to play an important role in the awareness and evaluation of bodily states (Craig, 2002) .
We also found a substantial cluster of stronger activated voxels in the left STS. Modinos et al. also reported a cluster in the superior temporal region, albeit contralateral to our results, in the right superior temporal gyrus (STG).
Their interpretation is that self-evaluation includes the estimation of what others might think about one. The STG has been reported to play a role in such theory-of-mind-related processes (Frith and Frith, 2006) . Although we cannot rule out a similar explanation for our findings, our own interpretation is that the activation in STS is not related to a social feature of mental effort evaluation. The superior temporal area, especially the STS, is a functionally diverse region. It has been proposed that it might actually not be divided in specialized functional subregions, but that it provides a supportive role for different cognitive processes (Hein and Knight, 2008) . Our interpretation of the activation in the superior temporal region in our results is thus that it provided a supportive role. Differences in the task difficulty VAS and the RSME might have accounted for part of the reported clusters in our results as well; the difficulty scale did not use the eleven anchor points of the RSME, but merely three indications of difficulty. This already resulted in a richer visual stimulation, which we attribute as the cause of the more active clusters in the occipital cortex. The effects of the more precise scaling of the RSME might have affected the rating as such as well. The subjects might have tried to place their rating more precisely on a designated point on the RSME, compared with placing it in a general area on the difficulty scale. This would explain the stronger recruitment of the primary motor cortex, but also of the IPS as an area which has been shown to be essential for numerical distance processing (Ansari et al., 2005) .
CONCLUSION
The goal of this study was to investigate the neural correlates of mental effort evaluation. By employing the specific contrast between the objective evaluation of task difficulty and the subjective evaluation of mental effort, we were able to identify a number of brain areas that partake stronger in this process. The relation of mental effort evaluation with somatic awareness had been proposed earlier on the basis of the observations in patient RMB (Naccache et al., 2005) . These findings, together with the theoretical implications of the integrated model of mental effort regarding integration and Neural correlates of mental effort evaluation SCAN (2014) awareness, made an involvement of the aIC plausible. Our results support the view that the aIC unifies two important capabilities necessary for mental effort evaluation. This, together with the stronger activation in the left thalamus, demonstrates the importance of somatic information for the emotionally salient awareness and evaluation of the self. The relation between the RSME scores and the activation in left aIC during task performance suggests further research in this direction. Future studies could investigate the effect of various manipulations of mental workload on this area, which would solve the question if the apparent similarity originates in changes of task load or total perceived mental workload. Manipulating the state load, a variable which remained constant in the present study, could help to attribute these effects.
